This fix has been backported to ruby_2_2 and is also needed on ruby_2_1 to allow building with mingw-w64 gcc 4.9.2.

Please backport at your earliest convenience. Thank you.

Associated revisions

Revision 12ef4f02 - 01/20/2015 08:31 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
merge revision(s) r44876,r47130,r48988,r48997: [Backport #10640] [Backport #10679]

configure.in: use C99

* configure.in: ISO9899:1999 is necessary for strtoll() on FreeBSD

10, (and may be possibly other platforms).
* configure.in (NET_LUID): include also ifdef.h as a workaround of
  a bug in mingw-w64 header. [ruby-core:67103] [Bug #10640]

* configure.in (NET_LUID): include winsock2.h instead of windows.h.
  patch by Jon Forums in [ruby-core:67125]. [Bug #10640]

Revision 49356 - 01/20/2015 08:31 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
merge revision(s) r44876,r47130,r48988,r48997: [Backport #10640] [Backport #10679]

configure.in: use C99

* configure.in: ISO9899:1999 is necessary for strtoll() on FreeBSD

10, (and may be possibly other platforms).
* configure.in (NET_LUID): include also ifdef.h as a workaround of
  a bug in mingw-w64 header. [ruby-core:67103] [Bug #10640]

* configure.in (NET_LUID): include winsock2.h instead of windows.h.
  patch by Jon Forums in [ruby-core:67125]. [Bug #10640]

History

#1 - 01/20/2015 08:35 PM - nagachika (Tomoyuki Chikanaga)
- Status changed from Open to Closed

r44876,r47130,r48988,r48997 were backported into ruby_2_1 at r49356.